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of precious marble adorned it. The pavements were
of marble, and in the principal rooms were fountains,
in'basins of porphyry. In the Khalifs hall the central
fountain was of jasper, and the water spouted from the
bill of a golden swan, beneath a canopy in the centre
of which was a wonderful pearl, presented to Abd-el-
TUiaman by the Emperor of Constantinople. The
woodwork was of costly cedar, and in one pavilion
was a fountain of quicksilver, the reflections of which
were wonderful. It was in the midst of an exquisite
garden, where beautiful shrubs, flowers, and water
were arranged so as to be the delight of all beholders.
The name Medina-al-Zohra (town of the flower) was
taken from a fair slave, Zohra, whose statue, in white
marble, adorned the gateway. It was contrary to the
laws of Islam, which strictly interpreted the second
commandment, and forbade all imitations of created
things, declaring that the likenesses would become
bodies, and at the day of judgment demand then:
souls from the artists. Greeks were employes! by
Abd-el-Rhaman for this statue, and the swan came
from Constantinople ; but the Spanish Arabs were
extremely liberal in their interpretation of the Koran.
Music had been absolutely forbidden by the Prophet.
"To hear music," he said, " is to sin against the lav/ ;
to perform music is to sin against religion ; to enjoy
music is to be guilty of infidelity!" So there were
stones of strict believers—when within the sound of
instruments that they could not silence—stopping their
ears till they were informed that it was over by some
boy under fifteen, and therefore exempt from the strict
obligation of the law. The only songs tolerated were
the muezzin's chanted call to prayer, and a hymn 'of

